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NATIONAL EDUCATION OF UKRAINIAN GIRLS BY MEANS OF
SCHOOL SUBJECTS IN THE PERIOD OF AUSTRIAN (AUSTRIAN AND

HUNGARIAN)

НАЦІОНАЛЬНЕ ВИХОВАННЯ УКРАЇНСЬКИХ ДІВЧАТ У ПРОЦЕСІ
ВИВЧЕННЯ ШКІЛЬНИХ ПРЕДМЕТІВ ЗА ЧАСІВ АВСТРІЙСЬКОЇ

(АВСТРО–УГОРСЬКОЇ) ІМПЕРІЇ

The article reveals the problem of
national education of Ukrainian girls by
means of school subjects in different types
of women's educational establishments
during the period of Austrian (Austrian and
Hungarian) Empire; analyses Ukrainian
textbooks as the main source of learning in
native language, shows their didactical and
educational potential. Special attention is
paid to the role of the prominent Ukrainian
pedagogues, local clergy and intelligentsia in
women's national education, formation of
universal values and national consciousness
of Ukrainian girls.

Key words: national education of girls,
curricula and programs, school subjects of
Ukrainian orientation, learning in mother
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The organization and content of
educational procedures in different types of
establishments for women, as well as their
foundation and development, are regulated
by the state, regional and land legislative and
normative acts. On the territories of the
Austrian state they were equal for all
the lands of the Empire, possessed almost
the same amount of subjects and school
hours for their study: they were focused on
the concentration of children's attention and
development of their memory; characterized
by German, religious tendencies in the
content of education, with poor access to
schools and textbooks for women [9, p.10-
11; 3, p.20].

Women's education during the period of
Austrian and Hungarian is characterized by
a differentiation in aspects of the content of
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education of the female representatives, with
the same applying to the language of
education and its domination (in Galicia-
Polish, Transcarpatia-Hungarian, Bukovina-
Romanian); elaboration of special curricula
and programs for the establishments of
different levels of women's education for
each land, more vivid presence of "female"
subjects (women's handicraft, household,
hygiene); supply of educational process
with textbooks by West Ukrainian authors;
establishment of distinct forms of national,
patriotic, religious, moral, ethics, physical
education of girls [17; 16, p. 72; 15, p. 181].

That's why Ukrainian pedagogues, who
were forced to work under the foreign regime,
paid special attention to the subjects of
national character, such as: Ukrainian Writing
and Reading, Ukrainian Language and
Literature, History and Geography of
Native Land.

There is no doubt to say, that Ukrainian
textbooks – primers, readers and grammars
played a very important role in the
educational procedures at regional
elementary schools of the period under
investigation. They were created by the
prominent Ukrainian religious, cultural and
educational figures. For example, the first in
Eastern Galicia Ukrainian grammar was
published in 1829 by the founder and
headmaster of the first in Western Ukraine
male cantors' and teachers' training institute
the Greek and Catholic priest Ivan
Mohylnytsky [14, p. 84].

An important contribution to the
textbook writing was made by the
participants of the progressive Lviv literary
association "Ruska Triytsya" ("Russian
Trinity") Markian Shashkevych and Yakiv
Holovatsky. "The Reader for Little
Children" [12] by M. Shashkevych became

a new word in the Ukrainian textbook
creation. It was published by Y. Holovatsky
in 1850 and consisted of six parts which
contained texts of natural and geographical
character, some abstracts from the Bible, as
well as stories of moral and ethical content.

A very important role in the process of
native language learning played the primer
published in 1842 by the founder of the
Narodny Dim (Public House) in the town of
Kolomya the Greek and Catholic priest Y.
Kobrynsky. The peculiarity of the textbook
laid in the fact that its author was the first
person on West-Ukrainian land who had
offered the phonetical method of language
learning.

In the end of the 19th century East
Ukrainian elementary school teachers used
the reader "Shkola Narodna" ("Public
School"). It helped Ukrainian boys and girls
improve their native language reading skills
and consisted of three parts which had been
composed in accordance with the demands
of that time. The book included many texts
of moral, scientific and popular content,
connected with 4 seasons of the year and
the calendar [13, p.81]. Nevertheless its texts
gave young learners some interesting
information about their native land: "Galicia
and Its Inhabitants", "About Galician
Mountains, Hills and Valleys", "About
Galician Rivers", etc.

There were some historical abstracts in
the reader, too. They gave Ukrainian pupils
some knowledge of the brightest events from
native history [13, p. 82].

Sorry to say, the textbooks for reading
which had been used in Ukrainian elementary
schools of Eastern Galicia, didn't contain
literary works by prominent  Ukrainian
writers which could encourage little
Ukrainians to change their attitude to their
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surrounding and get good education [13, p.8
2].

One of the first Ukrainian textbooks for
public schools in Bukovina was the reader
published in Vienna in 1848. Alongside with
the religious texts, it contained some facts
about Austrian state, its forms of ruling, the
duties of its citizens, and the structure of the
state school system. It told the pupils about
their environment, the flora and the fauna of
the land, the simplest minerals, and the most
important laws of nature, physical and
chemical phenomena. It's worth mentioning,
that some of its material revealed such
problems as healthy way of life, healthy and
useful food, personal hygiene, etc. [7, p. 61].

Speaking about national education of
Ukrainian girls in Bukovina, one can't but
mention the works by a famous Ukrainian
pedagogue O.Popovych, whose "Primer for
public schools" was published in 1884. Its
characteristic features were simplicity, clear
structure of each unit and brightly expressed
national direction [10].

In the end of the 19th century the content
of education in Ukrainian schools of
Bukovina was enriched by the following
textbooks and manuals by O. Popovych:
"Reader and Grammar for Public Schools"
(1894), "How to Teach Reading and
Grammar in the 2-d School Year" (1894),
"Methods of Teaching in Public Schools"
(1899), etc. [10].

The establishment of national
elementary education in Transcarpatia is
closely connected with pedagogical activity
of O. Dukhnovych and his "Reader for the
beginners". Its second edition, published in
1850, was completely Ukrainian. The
textbook consisted of 15 articles, eight of
which were devoted to learning letters,
studying reading techniques, and doing some
simple exercises.

The book contained many poems for
reading, the content of which followed not
only didactical but educational aims as well:
by means of very simple and interesting
poetry, the author told little pupils how to
behave in church, at home, in public, taught
them to respect hardworking people and the
basics of personal hygiene [2, p. 32–34].

A thorough analysis of the textbooks
which had been used in Ukrainian public
schools, intended for teaching children of both
genders, shows that their didactical and
educational potential has met the aim and
task of this type of schools; alongside with
elementary knowledge it formed the notion
of universal values and national identity of
little Ukrainians.

More clearly this tendency can be seen
in the content of education of girls in
Ukrainian incomplete secondary schools,
which was focused on learning native

language.
One can't deny the fact, that learning

native language occupied a central place in
the educational process of Ukrainian girls.
Naturally, that under the foreign regimes, the
subject was not given proper attention.
Those were Ukrainian teachers who made
up educational programs and curricula,
created textbooks and manuals for mastering
this discipline. For example, the author of
the program for Ukrainian language and
literature in T. Shevchenko incomplete
secondary school (organized in Lviv in
1898), was its schoolmistress K. Malytska.
According to K.Malytska, the teachers' aim
was to give their pupils some basic
knowledge of native language, taught them
some facts from the history of Ukrainian
Literature, its most brilliant representatives
and their most famous works [11, 3]. The
pedagogue also worked out her own variant
of readers for women's incomplete secondary
schools. The readers by K.Malytska
contained poetic and prose woks by
Ukrainian writers, some abstracts from the
history and geography of Ukraine and
Galicia, some facts about personal hygiene,
flora and fauna of the land, etc. [6, p. 6–7].

The pupils of the first Ukrainian
gymnasium for women established in Lviv
by the nun's association of sisters of St. Basil
in 1906, learnt Ukrainian by the official
curriculum, published in 1893 [8]. While
studying, the girls used the textbooks by
prominent Ukrainian Galician pedagogues
V.Kotsovsky and I.Ohonovsky [4],
A.Krushelnytsky [8, p. 3–4], K.
Luchakivsky [5], O.Barvinsky [1] and
others. The aim of the authors was to give
young learners profound knowledge of
native language and literature, develop their
aesthetic, national and patriotic feelings. For
example, the reader by A.Krushelnytsky,
published in 1911, contained 138 literary
works of different genres: tales, historical
novels and poems, fables, stories, lyrical
poetry by L.Hlibov, B.Hrinchenko,
U.Kravchenko, B.Lepky, O.Makovey,
Olena Pchilka, Lesya Ukrainka, I. Franko,
T.Shevchenko and others.

A thorough analysis of educational
documents of the period under investigation
shows, that History of Native Land also
played a very important role in intellectual
development and national and patriotic
education of the Ukrainian female youth.
The basis for mastering this subject in
Galician gymnasiums was the educational
curriculum of 1909. The pupils of the first
Ukrainian gymnasium for girls in Lviv used
the textbook "Some stories from Native
Histories" by B.Barvinsky, published in
1911 [1]. It contained much interesting
information about our national heroes:

Volodymyr the Great, Yaroslav the Wise, P.
Doroshenko, I. Mazepa, P. Sahaydachny and
others, which strengthened the girls'
patriotism and love of native land.

Conclusion: The results of our
investigation let us argue that in the period
of Austrian (Austrian and Hungarian) school
subjects, such as Ukrainian Writing and
Reading, Ukrainian Language and Literature,
History and Geography of Native Land were
the main source for Ukrainian girls to get
profound knowledge in native language and
good patriotic and national education.
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